“Nowadays, the the Brazilian bikini wax is very
popular among the younger generation. “
History of Brazilian Wax


Ancient Egyptian woman started eliminating
unwanted areas of pubic hair.



And for centuries, women in the Middle East
have used a process called sugaring.



The practice, often begun just before a
woman's wedding night, was and still is intends
to make a woman clean and pure for their
husbands.



In 1922, caring razors and depilatories
furnished American woman with the ability to
de-fuzz in the privacy of their own homes.



But it was the birth of the bikini, that unruly
hairs peeking out of skimpy bottoms became a
real issue.

Please call for appointment



By the '60's, soft resin-based waxing kits were
being sold at salons.



By the late '80's and early '90's, the term
Brazilian bikini wax is used as marketing
concept, where young women kept very bare
bushes in order to wear teeny-tiny string
bikinis.
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Aided by the media and celebrity
endorsements, the Brazilian took off.

The idea of hygiene and cleanliness is very well
accepted by all in this generation and it is not
uncommon for young men seeking out a good salon for
a boyzilian.

Tel: 63379455
Opening Hours
Xtra STRONG wax to remove all hairs

Mon-Fri 10am—9.30pm
Saturday 9am—6pm
Sundays & Public Holidays—Closed

Xtra SMOOTH skin after hair removal
Xtra SOFT hair upon re-growth

Questions and Answers on Waxing —
Hair Removal—Depilation

shaving.

You

can

wax

SPA Waxing

Underarms

$15—$25

$20—$35

Half Arms

$25—$35

$30—$40

Full Arms

$30—$45

$40—$55

the razor burn that comes with shaving and you don’t have to

Half Legs

$40—$65

$50—$ 70

worry about slicing yourself with a razor blade. And above all,

(Ankle to Knees, Upper Thighs to Knees)

$65—$85

$85—$120

$10—$20

$15—$25

front, hair is not removed from the labia. A full Brazilian or a

This is an alternative to hair removal creams or gels
underarms,

Speed
Waxing

A traditional Brazilian Bikini Wax leaves a vertical strip in the

What is waxing - hair removal?
and

Areas to be waxed
What is Brazilian Bikini Wax?

your

legs,

arms,

upper lip, chin, eyebrows, bikini or have

a Brazilian wax.

Full Monty as some calls it, removes

Why Brazilian Waxing?
With a Brazilian Wax, you will not have the

What to expect?
When you arrive, you’ll be taken to a private waxing
area, depending on the area you wish to wax, the
therapist will cleanse & prepare you for the waxing
treatment.

everything, com-

pletely smooth everywhere under your underwear.

stubble, itch or

you’ll never have to worry about “escaping tendrils” again.
What about ingrown hair?
direction of hair growth in the area, ingrown are possible. To

question,

avoid this, we recommend that you adhere to the after-wax

some women still see the treatment as too painful to

regime of exfoliation and more exfoliation and to use an after

endure. Not any more! You can now experience a

wax cream to sooth the area treated.

relatively pain free method of waxing.

Can Brazilian Wax be done in stages?

Is waxing just for women?
No, this service is also available for men who would

We understand that going bare all at once can be a jarring

like to remove hair on their backs,

bikini wax which removes the hair around your actual bikini

neckline, eye-

brows and ears.
Why not just shave?
Shaving stimulates potential hair growth & strengthen
the hair follicle. Shaving also cuts the hair, which
re-grows with a “stubbly” feel.
Will the hair grow back darker and thicker after
waxing?
No, on the contrary, it comes back softer,
thinner

experience. Feel free to take it slow, you can start off with a
line. Next, try a “full” bikini, which removes most of your pu-

between

waxing.

Wax.
What should I avoid before and after a waxing treatment?



Facial Waxing

$40—$55

Eye Brows Waxing

$18—$25

Upper lip + Chin Waxing

$25 -$45

Chest Waxing

$25—$45

$35—$55

Back Waxing

$40—$65

$55—$75

Back & Shoulder Waxing

$55—$75

$65—$85

Tummy Waxing

$15—$25

$25—$35

Normal Basic Bikini Line

$25—$35

$30—$45

X-Spot /G-Spot

$15 -$25

$25—$35

Buttocks Waxing

$30 - $45

$35—$55

High Low Bikini Line

$$30—$55

$45—$65

Traditional Brazilian

$45 -$65

$65—$110

$55—$75

$85—$150

(Naval)

If you are using accutane, or any other

anti-acne drugs,

please consult with your doctor before a wax, these
medications can sometimes
cause skin to be



thin the skin which can

removed with the wax.

If you are using RetinA, you should not wax the area being treated.

Can I do my own waxing?
Yes & no. It depends on the area & the amount of



hair needed to be waxed. We do not recommend that



you wax delicate area by yourself.

Fingers & Toes

bic hair. When you are ready, move on to the full Brazilian

and weaker over time. The more often you wax, the
better. We recommend that you do not shave in

Full Legs
(Including Inner Thighs to ankles)

This varies from individual to individual, due to the random

Does waxing hurt?
While the benefits of waxing are without

(Upper arm to elbow or elbow to wrist)

Do not swim, suntan or work out right after a wax as this
could cause the skin to breakout.
You are advised to give yourself a scrub on the area being
treated, this will help reduce ingrown.

(Triangle or Strip)

Full Monte/Hollywood
Brazilian (includes Buttocks)

